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CATENARY Riser End Force at End A vs Sea Z Acceleration at X=0.00, Y=0.00, Z=0.00
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• Different types and sizes of pipes are used,
like the drill pipes, risers and the horizontal
pipes. The dimensions can be about 76cm
(30”) as they are large capacity pipelines.
• The history of oil exploration dates to 1891
when the first oil well was drilled at Grand
Lake St Mary’s, Ohio.
• In 2003 in Gulf of Mexico, only 35% of
production was from wells at depths of
>300m. By 2015, that figure was 95%.
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• To develop a model for composite risers, 
• To study the fatigue behaviour and 
characteristics of the riser and visualise 
the flow of oil/gas in pipes in deep sea, 
• To optimize the composite riser.

















































OrcaFlex 9.8e: pipeline laying 2.sim (modified 21:22 on 27/03/2017 by OrcaFlex 9.8e)






























The study on Marine riser behaviour is very important. Structures 
in water behave differently from those structures not in water. 
Composite materials offer a range of benefits that could improve 
riser technology.  Although composite risers were first deployed in 
deepwaters in 2002, there are still some challenges, e.g. standards
Why Choose Composite Risers?  
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